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Use of Language
Interpreting Word Meaning

Lesson 2

I N T E R M E D I AT E

Parts of speech refers to the functions of words in a sentence. All words in the English language 

are parts of speech. There are eight recognized parts of speech: nouns, pronouns, adjectives, 

verbs, adverbs, prepositions, conjunctions, and interjections. 

This lesson covers adjectives, adverbs, prepositions, conjunctions, and interjections. Here’s 

what these parts of speech do.

An adjective is a word that describes a noun or a pronoun. An adjective can 

• come before a noun or pronoun: an enormous elephant, a hybrid car; Silly me - I forgot my 
keys!

• come after a noun or pronoun: our trip was long and tiring, this bread is warm and fresh, that 
kitten is adorable 

• indicate quantity: some researchers, twelve months, one-quarter cup sugar

• impose limits: every city, each time, no smoking

• show possession: his homework, her guitar, your goals, our parents

 

An adverb is a word that describes a verb, an adjective, or another adverb. Adverbs often (but 

not always) end in -ly.

• He drives slowly. (the adverb slowly describes the verb drives)

• I have an exceptionally obedient dog. (the adverb exceptionally describes the adjective 

obedient)

• She waited very patiently for her turn. (the adverb very describes the adverb patiently) 

• Adverbs tell 

 » how something happens: He carefully cleaned the glass.

 » when something happens: They will arrive tomorrow.

 » where something happens: We will meet you there. 

A preposition is a word that shows a relationship between words or parts of a sentence. Some of 

the most common prepositions are:

about before by from of since

above behind down in off through

across below during inside on to

after between except like out up

at beyond for near over with
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Prepositions are combined with nouns and pronouns to form prepositional phrases. The general 

formula for forming a prepositional phrase is: preposition + noun or pronoun = prepositional 
phrase.  For example: in (preposition) + the kitchen (a noun) = in the kitchen (complete 

prepositional phrase).

Prepositional phrases can give information about: 

• process: I opened the lock with a key; She likes to travel by boat.

• conditions: If it snows, the school will be closed; Please water all the plants except the cactus.

• time: Let’s watch a movie after dinner; They’ll pick us up at 2:00 p.m.

• location: We planned a picnic at the beach; The pencil rolled under the desk.

• reason or logic: She went to the doctor because she didn’t feel well; Since the workshop is 
finished, I will leave. 

A conjunction is a word that connects other words, phrases, or sentences. Different types of 

conjunctions connect different types of grammatical structures.

• Coordinating conjunctions join words, phrases, or sentences of equal grammatical 

importance. There are seven coordinating conjunctions which can be remembered by the 

acronym FANBOYS: for, and, nor, but, or, yet, so. Coordinating conjunctions join:

 » word to word: Olivia likes apples and pears.

 » phrase to phrase: Falling snow can look peaceful yet can cause problems. 

 » sentence to sentence: I like tea, but I don’t like coffee.

• Correlative conjunctions are pairs of conjunctions that join words or phrases in parallel 

structures. Common correlative conjunctions include:

as...as neither...nor rather...than

both...and no sooner...than such...that

either...or not only...but also whether...or

• Some examples of correlative conjunction in use:

 » as...as: Trains are as fast as cars. 

 » both...and: The service at this restaurant is both fast and friendly.  

 » either...or: We will either ride our bikes or go for a walk.

 » not only...but also: The bus was not only late but also full.

 » whether...or: She’s not sure whether to wear a raincoat or to bring an umbrella. 
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An interjection is a word or short phrase that expresses feeling or emotion. An interjection: 

• may come at the beginning of a sentence: Ah, what a beautiful day!

• or at the end: That wasn’t as bad as you thought, right?

• may stand on its own for added emphasis: Way to go! You won your first game!

• is followed by an exclamation point for strong emotions: Yuck! Something does not smell good. 

• or by commas for lesser emotions: Meh, I’m not that interested.

Can a word be more than one part of speech? Yes! Words with multiple meanings are often 

different parts of speech. For example, the word “well” can be:

• a noun*: That farmhouse has its own well for water.

• an adjective: He is not a well man.

• a verb*: Tears well up in my eyes whenever I laugh too hard.

• an adverb: The directions say to shake well before using.

• an interjection: Well! That’s the end of that.

*Note: See Lesson 1 for these parts of speech.
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 ► Read the directions and complete the tasks that follow.

In the table listed below, match the part of speech with the correct definition. Write the letter of 

the definition in the blank line following the part of speech.

PART OF SPEECH                                         DEFINITION

1. conjunction _____ A. a word that connects other words, phrases, or sentences

2. interjection _____ B. a word that describes a noun or a pronoun

3. preposition  _____
C. pairs of conjunctions that join words or phrases in parallel 

structures

4. correlative conjunction _____ D. a word that describes a verb, an adjective, or an adverb

5. adjective _____
E. a word that shows a relationship between words or  

parts of a sentence

6. prepositional phrase _____
F. a word that joins other words, phrases, or sentences of 

equal grammatical importance

7. coordinating conjunction _____ G. preposition + noun or pronoun

8. adverb _____ H. a word or short phrase that expresses feeling or emotion

The words listed below can be more than one part of speech. For each word, write two sentences, 

with each sentence using the word as a different part of speech (shown in parentheses).

1. about (preposition)

2. about (adverb) 

3. even (adjective)

4. even (adverb) 

5. flat (adjective)

6. flat (adverb)

7. just (adjective)

8. just (adverb)

9. under (preposition)

10. under (adverb)

11. yay (interjection)

12. yay (adverb)
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 ► The following excerpt is taken from Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland by Lewis Carroll. In the 
numbered spaces that follow, identify the parts of speech that are numbered and in bold. 

(The parts of speech for this task are adjective, adverb, preposition, prepositional phrase, 
coordinating conjunction, correlative conjunction, and interjection.) 

Alice was beginning to get (1) very (2) tired of sitting (3) by her sister (4) on the bank 
and of having nothing to do: once or twice she had peeped (5) into the book her sister 
was reading, (6) but it had no pictures or conversations in it, ‘and what is the use of a 
book,’ thought Alice ‘(7) without pictures or conversations?’

 (8) So she was considering (9) in her own mind ((10) as well as she could, (11) for 
the (12) hot day made her feel very (13) sleepy and (14) stupid), whether the pleasure of 
making a daisy-chain would be worth the trouble of getting up and picking the daisies, 
when (15) suddenly a White Rabbit with pink eyes ran (16) close by her.

 There was nothing so VERY (17) remarkable in that; nor did Alice think it so VERY 
much out of the way to hear the Rabbit say to itself, ‘(18) Oh dear! Oh dear! I shall be 
late!’ (when she thought it over (19) afterwards, it occurred to her that she ought to have 
wondered at this, (20) but, at the time, it all seemed (21) quite natural); but when the 
Rabbit (22) actually TOOK A WATCH (23) OUT OF ITS WAISTCOAT-POCKET, (24) and 
looked at it, and then hurried on, Alice started to her feet, (25) for it flashed across her 
mind that she had never (26) before seen a rabbit with either a waistcoat-pocket, (27) or a 
watch to take out of it, and burning with curiosity, she ran across the field after it, and (28) 
fortunately was just in time to see it pop (29) down a large rabbit-hole (30) under the 
hedge.

1. 11. 21. 

2. 12. 22. 

3. 13. 23. 

4. 14. 24. 

5. 15. 25. 

6. 16. 26. 

7. 17. 27. 

8. 18. 28. 

9. 19. 29. 

10. 20. 30. 
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